Abstract-Rhinoplasty, or surgery to reshape the nose, is one of the most common of all plastic-surgery procedures. Rhinoplasty can enhance a patient's appearance and self-confidence, may also correct a birth defect or injury, or help relieve some breathing problem. In this paper, we present a three-dimensional (3-D) surgical simulation system, which can assist surgeons in planning rhinoplasty procedures. This system employs computer graphics and image-processing techniques for the simulation of a rhinoplasty. Although the presented algorithms themselves are not new, the proposed system exploits the new idea to apply 3-D morphing for rhinoplasty, and simulation results are useful for the physicians. According to patients' expectation of what they would like their noses to look like, our system simulates expected results. Our tools provide quantitative measurements of a nose structure. Using these quantitative results, surgeons can arrange appropriate preoperative plans for patients. Finally, experimental results and experiences are reported to evaluate the usefulness of the proposed system.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HERE ARE many reasons why people would like to have nose surgery. Some of these reasons include dissatisfaction with the appearance of their noses or the effects of aging. Rhinoplasty, or surgery to reshape the nose, is one of the most common of all plastic-surgery procedures. Rhinoplasty can reduce or increase the size of the nose, change the shape of the tip or the bridge, narrow the span of nostrils, or change the angle between the nose and upper lip. Additionally, it may also correct a birth defect or injury, or help relieve some breathing problems.
Before rhinoplasty, patients must think carefully about their expectations and discuss them with the surgeons. At this stage, good communication between patients and physicians is essential. For example, the patients always prefer that the nasal dorsum should be smooth and the nose tip should be moderately sharp. However, the beauty of a nose is also dependent on other parts of the patient such as the forehead, eyes, and chin [1] . Therefore, besides the expectation of patients, surgeons need to evaluate the structure of the nose and face and then make an appropriate surgical planning.
Each operation is planned individually with feedback from the patients in order to realize a nose with shape comfortable to the patients. In this paper, we present a three-dimensional (3-D) surgical simulation system for nose surgeries. With this system, surgeons can simulate surgery to reshape the nose, and quantitatively characterize the nose structure such as the nasal tip.
In the past, there have been several related approaches proposed [1] - [4] . Achermann et al. [1] presented a tool that can assist surgeons in judging on the success of nose surgeries. The tool described in [1] was based on several lateral photographs [two-dimensional (2-D)], i.e., pictures of the profile of the patients. Our proposed system makes use of similar methods for the quantitative measurement of human noses. However, all measurements were obtained in 3-D and potentially provide more useful information to clinicians. Patel et al. [2] defined and tested a methodology for comparing surgical simulations to postoperative outcomes. This work simulates surgical correction of selected congenital and acquired craniofacial deformities, and applies the comparison criteria to surgical simulations. Linney et al. [5] presented automated tools for landmark determination on the facial profile features, and for the planning and evaluation of facial surgery based on anthropometry. Koch et al. [6] proposed algorithms in both presurgical planning and postsurgical evaluation. In this approach, the facial surgery is realistically simulated using finite-element methods. Several studies such as [7] and [8] concentrated on the development of a more general and flexible muscle model for parameterization that allows facial control to generate realistic facial expression. However, these approaches are always computationally very expensive; they are not practical for real-time or interactive surgical simulation. In forensic medicine, several studies were aimed at reconstructing the face of a deceased person from the skull of a given cadaver [9] - [11] . Our recent study [12] applied both metamorphosis and vision techniques to reconstruct a 3-D facial model from a given model. Additionally, in this study, we also designed several interesting morphing operations allowing realistic plastic-surgery simulation.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II will briefly overview the proposed system. Section III will present the 3-D feature-based volume morphing technique used in this paper. Experimental results and quantitative measurements are described in Section IV. Finally, concluding remarks are given in Section V.
II. 3-D COMPUTER-AIDED NOSE SURGICAL SIMULATION SYSTEM
In this system, the main processing components include image processing, 3-D volume rendering and morphing, and quantitative measurement of changes in the human nose. and simultaneously patients feed back their suggestions about what they would like their noses to look like. First, we obtain 3-D computed tomography (CT) head data of a patient. These CT scans were obtained from a GE (high-speed) CT scanner at the National Cheng-Kung University Hospital, Tainan, Taiwan, R.O.C. We then apply image processing to this CT head dataset including image enhancement and segmentation. To interactively display different views of the CT head in 3-D, the CT data is converted to a data structure called semiboundary (SB) [13] . This data structure is a compact voxel surface representation of the structure from the medical images. It represents the boundary of the extracted structure involved in a 3-D volume dataset that can be visualized. Later, Udupa et al. [16] proposed a 3-DVIEWNIX system that was one of the first to demonstrate various surgery simulation and measurement procedures with extremely rapid response time. In this system, the SB method can handle multiple objects that can be rendered in a translucent fashion. In our proposed system, we implement a fast SB rendering method [14] to visualize the CT head. This method achieves an interactive rendering speed for our CT head dataset on PC platforms. In the proposed system, both the surface of the CT head and three orthogonal views of the volume data are observed at the same time, as shown in Fig. 2(a) . Surgeons interactively rotate the CT head to the desired orientations providing more insight for physical examination and findings than using the 2-D image slices. To better understand the head structure, as shown in Fig. 2(b) , the CT head can be interactively segmented using different thresholds, and three orthogonal views of the volume data can be viewed slice by slice by clicking the mouse buttons on the 3-D surface image and three orthogonal views. In this figure, we show the bone structure and, therefore, surgeons can examine the bone structure in more detail. This feature is vital to surgical planning, since surgeons must know the 3-D spatial relationship between skin and bone structure to design an appropriate surgical operation.
The surgery to reshape the nose is simulated using a 3-D feature-based morphing technique. This technique allows an interactive simulation of rhinoplasty on PC platforms. In Section III, this morphing technique is described in detail. To apply this technique, we need to specify several feature points in 3-D space on the surface of the CT head. In the proposed system, surgeons first rotate an object to a desired orientation and then simply click the mouse buttons on the 3-D surface to identify the surface position. After simulation, the quantitative measurement for the preoperative and postoperative CT data is performed. This quantitative measurement can assist surgeons in planning the actual nose surgery. In Section IV, we provide additional details about this measurement.
III. 3-D FEATURE-BASED VOLUME MORPHING
Metamorphosis or warping is a powerful technique to transform one image or a 3-D model into another. Beier and Neely proposed a 2-D feature-based metamorphosis method [15] . This approach gives the animator a high-level control of the visual effect by providing natural feature-based specification and interaction. Using this method, an animator begins with establishing correspondence with pairs of feature line segments on two input images. This method then generates a sequence of intermediate frames between the two input images. In this sequence, the first image is gradually distorted into the second image. In the proposed system, we apply a 3-D extension of Beier et al.'s method to perform 3-D CT volume metamorphosis. Like morphing in 2-D, the proposed system requires surgeons to specify several feature line segments on the 3-D CT head surface. These features are used to control the reshaping of the nose.
In Fig. 3 , there are two given volume data of equal size, i.e., target and source, where source is preoperative CT volume data and target is postoperative volume data. Each voxel of the target volume is initially assigned zero intensity. Using the 3-D volume morphing technique, we fill each voxel of the target volume data with the correct intensity. In this figure, we assume that there is a single pair of lines ( , ) used to control volume morphing. Each feature line defined by two points ( ) is represented as a vector since this directed vector is used to define its local coordinate system. Whenever the user specifies each line ( ), the order of ( ) or ( ) must be carefully determined. This pair of corresponding lines in the source and target volume defines a coordinate mapping from the source voxel to the target voxel . In the current implementation, we adopted reverse mapping to avoid the hole problem occurring in forward mapping from source to target [15] . The reverse mapping goes through the target volume voxel by voxel, and samples the correct voxel from the source volume data, as shown in Fig. 4 .
Each feature line defines its local coordinate system using a 3-D position as its origin and three mutually perpendicular vectors ( ), which define the directions of three coordinate axes. With regard to finding ( ), our method is described as follows. First, we let to be the vector. Second, the axis is defined by , where is the -axis of the volume data coordinate system and " " denotes the cross product of two vectors. If the value of is a zero vector, we compute or instead, where and are the and -axis of the volume data coordinate system, respectively. Finally, we define the vector by the vector of . Each voxel coordinate defined in the target volume coordinate system can be represented in terms of this new local coordinate system, i.e.,
where In (1), the terms are normalized lengths of (i.e., a vector from to ) along directions of three coordinate axes ( ). For the corresponding feature line in the source volume data, we employ the same method to define its local coordinate system. Finally, a coordinate mapping from the target voxel to the source voxel is defined by (2) where the local coordinate system of is defined by the origin and three mutually perpendicular vectors . Note that, in this mapping, both (1) and (2) use identical and . We then assign the voxel intensity of in the source volume to that of in the target volume. Using the above approaches, we assign an intensity value to each voxel of the target volume data.
In the above pseudocode, a feature line pair ( , ) is used to transform each voxel. In practical applications, we always specify multiple pairs of line segments to control volume morphing. Given pairs of feature lines, a weighted scheme is used to determine the voxel in the target volume that corresponds to the point of the source volume, i.e.,
The voxel is mapped from using a th feature line pair. Every is weighted by defined as , where is the perpendicular distance from to the feature line ; is a small constant used to avoid division by zero. Like a single-line pair, we then assign an intensity stored at source voxel ( ) to a voxel ( ) of the target volume data. In this manner, we achieve multiple feature-lines volume morphing.
A performance drawback of the proposed volume morphing technique is that we need to compute the corresponding voxel in the source volume for each voxel in the target volume. To reduce this computation cost, we optimize the speed of warping by a piecewise linear approximation [17] described as follows. The target volume is considered as a big cube and it is virtually subdivided into several small sub-cubes. Each cube vertex and each sub-cube vertex is warped into the source volume. Using warped cube vertices, we also trilinearly interpolate the warped positions of sub-cube vertices. If the difference between the piecewise interpolated and actually warped results is within a range, we assume that voxels in the interior of a cube can be warped by trilinearly interpolating the warped positions of the cube vertices. In the reverse situation, we subdivide the cube into several small sub-cubes and we then recursively apply the above process to each sub-cube. For a 320 320 151 CT head data with nine feature lines, the above optimization significantly reduces morphing time from several minutes to less than 1 min on the Intel Pentium II 233-MHz PC platforms with 128-M memory. To interactively reshape nose using 3-D morphing, we always scale this 320 320 151 CT head data by 0.5 in three axes. With this reduction, the executing time of morphing is about 10 s on the same platform. This performance is sufficient for surgeons to interactively simulate nose surgery. In Section IV, we will show exact morphing time and also examine the corresponding measurement-accuracy degradation in postoperative results due to this volume reduction.
We next give detail as to how the features of the nose are specified. As mentioned earlier, surgeons need to specify two sets of line features: one is for the preoperative and the other is for the postoperative volume data. In the proposed system, each set consists of nine feature lines, as shown in Fig. 5(a) . Surgeons define these features by clicking mouse buttons on the object surface. Among these nine lines, feature lines are identical for both source and target volume. The main reason for this design is that the feature-based morphing method globally influences the warping of each voxel. However, the purpose of our system is only to reshape the nose rather than other portions of the head. Therefore, we use identical lines to make the major portions of head almost unchanged [i.e., target voxel source voxel ], except the nose area. In our design, only the feature line contributes to the change on the nose. Usually, in our practice, by means of the interface like Fig. 2 , we determine line feature , as in Fig. 5(d) , where one point is initially located at the nose tip and the other point is near the nasofrontal angle. Surgeons arbitrarily adjust 's positions according to the patient's desire to perform simulation. For example, in Fig. 5(b) and (c), we adjust one end point (i.e., for the nose tip) of the feature line and we can easily obtain two different sizes of the nose. We will next give more detail as to how the other eight features are specified. In human anatomy, there are three imaginary planes used to describe the pose of body parts, which are described as follows. • Median plane [parallel to the -plane in Fig. 6 (lateral view of the head)]: this vertical plane cuts through the center of the body, dividing the body into equal right-and left-hand-side halves.
• Coronal plane [parallel to the -plane in Fig. 6 (frontal view of the head)]: this vertical plane divides the body into front and back halves.
• Transverse horizontal planes (parallel to the -plane in Fig. 6 (cross-sectional view of the head): these planes are at right angles to both the median and coronal planes. Eight features define six planes of a rectangular bounding box as follows. For this purpose, on the frontal view of the head, surgeons need to specify several feature points labeled and explained in Fig. 6 . First, two vertical planes cutting through the -axis and feature points 1 and 2, respectively, are defined. Second, two vertical planes cutting through the -axis and feature points 3 and 4, respectively, are defined. Next, surgeons first locate a maxilla point (feature point 6) from a cross-section view (parallel to the -plane). One vertical plane then cutting through the -axis and feature point 6 is defined. This plane is called the "based plane" and is later used to measure the nasal structure. Finally, as illustrated in Fig. 6 , we define another plane parallel to the based plane and at a distance (i.e., usually about 20-30 pixel wide) from the based plane. Now, we have already defined six planes for a rectangular bounding box. Therefore, two end points of each feature line can be easily found. In Fig. 6 , the feature point 5 (the tip of the nose) is used to initially define one end point of the feature line , as mentioned earlier. of the nose tip. It is very intuitive to place both features and like Fig. 5(b) and (c) to achieve this effect. In our previous study [12] , we proposed a surgical operation called augmentation operator that used "point feature" instead of "line segment" for . The purpose of this slight modification is that the "line feature" allows better control of the reshape of the whole nose than point features. To verify this, we perform the following experiment. In Fig. 8 , we first lengthen the shape of the nose from (a) to (b). Next, we slightly change the pose of the nose, as shown in (c). Now, we attempt to adjust the pose back to the original one in (b) by using a line feature in (d) and a point feature in (e), respectively, for . Based on results obtained from (d) and (e), the line feature of performs better than "point feature" to control the reshape of the nose.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND QUANTITATIVE MEASUREMENT
After surgical simulation, surgeons can view both 3-D postoperative results and three cross-sectional images to examine the validity of this simulation. To judge the success of this simulation, the quantitative measurement of parameters describing the nasal structure are crucial. In Fig. 9 , we show the profile of a nose with the medical terminology in rhinoplasty. Achermann et al. [1] measured related nasal parameters based on the pictures of the profiles of the patients. However, all measurements were limited to the 2-D measurement or the parameters measured from a 2-D photograph. The parameters that can be better measured in a 3-D way, such as volume change in nasal structure, are still lacking, though they are crucial for surgical planning. In contrast, the proposed system measures most nasal parameters in 3-D. We should mention we are not the first to use 3-D measures such as volume; surface subtraction as quantitative measures were already introduced in the cadaver study of facial surgery simulation [2] . These include most of the parameters in our paper, except a position of the nose tip and a position difference of the nose tip.
Similar to [15] , the nasal profile is divided into 11 parts of equal width ( -) [as shown in Fig. 10(a) ]. The nose tip has been manually selected as feature point 5 (termed ) in Fig. 6 to define the feature line in Section II. In Fig. 10(b) , two feature points (the nasal bones) at the top of the nose (feature point 1, i.e., , in Fig. 6 ) and the white line of the lip (feature point 2, i.e., , in Fig. 6 ) with the nose tip form a triangle for which the angle (unit: degree) (i.e., ) is measurement of the pointedness of the nose tip. In Section III, we define a based plane cutting through the -axis and feature point 6 in Fig. 6 . In Fig. 10(b) , the height ( ) of the nose is defined as the perpendicular distance from the nose tip to the based plane. Similarly, the volume measurements in Fig. 10(a) from to are also in reference to this based plane (i.e., to measure volume above this plane). Recall in Section III, that feature points 1 and 2 define two vertical planes cutting through the -axis. These two vertical planes with the based plane define a region of measurement. We simply vertically cut this region (through the based plane) into 11 parts of equal width to form subregions to .
An example of nose surgery simulated in the proposed system is shown in Fig. 11 . In this figure, from top to bottom, we show one preoperative (top) and the other two postoperative (middle and bottom) 3-D head surface. To show a better visual difference among these three results, the cross-sectional view of nose and nose volume are extracted and independently shown in the middle of this figure. Furthermore, on the right-hand side, we show 3-D measurement of nasal profile [measurement unit is millimeter (mm)] before and after the simulation. These figures can assist surgeons in comparing quantitative differences among preoperative and postoperative nasal changes in size. Our simulations are explained as follows. The pose of nose in Fig. 11(a) is not very straight. Thus, during the first surgery, we attempt to adjust the pose of the nose, as shown in Fig. 11(b) . However, the patient still feels the size of the nose is too big. In Fig. 11(c) , we attempt to make the nose smaller to meet the requirement of the patient. Both surgical simulations are accomplished by simply changing the positions of the feature line . Next, we tabulate the simulated results in Fig. 12 and Table I. In this table, we can easily understand quantitative difference of 3-D nasal profile among preoperative and postoperative cases. Surgeons use this table to know the volume change (in mm .) of a nose shape in each region. For the postoperative 1, the nose pose is adjusted in comparison with the preoperative one. In Table I , two parameters, i.e., nose-tip and vector , show these evidences. These two parameters are measured in the CT volume coordinate space. The position of the nose tip (i.e., Nose-tip) was moved from (129,33,61) to (149,33,61) in voxel space and denotes the pose of this nose is altered in CT voxel space. Additionally, in this operation, the volume size slightly decreases in regions C-I, whereas the other regions remain nearly constant (see Fig. 12 ). Therefore, the nose does not change too much in size. On the other hand, postoperative 2 results show the nose CT VOLUME VOXEL COORDINATE SYSTEM becomes much smaller and its tip becomes less pointed (i.e., becomes larger) than those of both preoperative and postoperative 1. These changes can be observed from the changes in regions -in Fig. 12 . Table I and Fig. 12 provide very valuable information to surgeons. With this information, surgeons can plan operations and know where to surgically and modify how much change is required for each region. This table also provides additional information about the pointedness of the nose tip such as angle and height . For example, height (measurement unit: millimeters) is reduced from postoperative 1 (41 mm) to postoperative 2 (22 mm). Similarly, the parameter (0, 20, 0), indicates the nose tip moves toward the based plane (i.e., less pointed) from the postoperative 1 to 2. Additionally, the nose of postoperative 2 becomes less pointed (i.e., becomes larger) than those of both preoperative and postoperative 1. These parameters of a nose tip provide objective observation and measurement to both patients and surgeons. These results also provide evidences that both simulated surgeries improve the pointedness of the nose tip.
In Section III, to interactively reshape the nose using 3-D morphing, we always scale CT head data by 0.5 in three axes. After morphing, we will apply Gaussian filter to scale each dimension back to the original size. We then conduct the same measurements as shown in Table I . In Table II , we list our measurements of volume sizes from to and error ratio in comparison with those of experiments on nonscaled data. Experimental results show that the measurement-accuracy degradation due to this scale down is insignificant. Next, in Table III scale down versus nonscaled in Table IV . This table can help us understand the importance of optimization and scale down in the current implementation to achieve a reasonably interactive speed.
V. CONCLUSION
The human face plays a key role in interpersonal relationships. Prediction of postsurgical morphology and appearance of human faces for patients with facial deformities is a critical issue in facial surgery. Surgeons face the problem of designing repair plans or compensation procedures before an actual surgery is carried out. Rhinoplasty, or surgery to reshape the nose, is one of the most common of all facial surgeries. In this paper, we introduce a system to assist surgeons in planning rhinoplasty. This system integrates image processing and computer graphics techniques. To understand the different spatial relationship of the nose and face, skin and bone structure, etc., this system provides interactive 3-D SB rendering and image segmentation tools. Surgeons preview 3-D models as well as three cross-sectional images to examine their relationships. In this manner, it has the potential to find the best procedures to perform surgery. The proposed system exploits the new idea to apply morphing technique for rhinoplasty. Using morphing feature lines, surgeons can freely adjust a change of the nose structure. At the same time, patients can preview the postsurgical change in their noses and give their feedback about their personal feelings regarding this change. Surgeons can then further reshape the nose to best satisfy the desire of the patients. Our system also provides quantitative measurements, including features of the nose such as the nose tip position. It also measures nose volume for presurgical and postsurgical simulation. This information helps the surgeons in designing appropriate implants to augment the nose. We believe this system has the potential to improve the quality of rhinoplasty and to provide an informative communication interface between surgeons and patients.
